African finches of a monophyletic group in the Passeridae nest in colonies with roofed nests thatched of dry grass-stems. Vocal signals are described, with the aid of sonograms, 13 for the white-browed sparrow-weaver (Plocepasser mahali) (Pm), 13 for the grey-capped social weaver (Pseudonigrita arnaudi) (Pa), and 20 for the sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) (Ps). These vocal signals fall into general categories, as is true for most birds, of alarm calls, agonistic behavior, and courtship and mating signals, parent-young relations, and flock contact calls.
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Introduction
The invention of the sound spectrograph by the Bell Telephone Company (Potter, 1945) revolutionized the study of vocal communication in birds and other animals during the last half-century. The first spectrographic study of the general repertoire of vocal signals of a bird was published 50 years ago in Behaviour (Collias & Joos, 1953) .
In the present study we attempt to apply to the evolution of vocal communication the Darwinian principle of gradation in adaptive specialization of traits and also to some degree Darwin's principle of antithesis (Darwin, 1872) for social behavior.
Some experimental evidence that antithesis reduces signal ambiguity was presented in our first paper (Collias & Joos, 1953) . The initial antithesis is between distress cries (chirps) of an isolated chick of the domestic fowl and relief of this distress whereupon the chick promptly switches to pleasure notes (twitters) which are structurally opposite to the distress cries. Brief, low-pitched notes as in the clucking of a mother hen calms a distressed chick which then promptly utters twitters. Playback of artificial long or high sounds does not inhibit chirping by an isolated chick, whereas artificial brief or low pitched sounds do and induce twitters.
There has been extensive study of bird song generally the most complex vocalization of birds but much less comparative study of bird calls in any comprehensive way. Vocal signals help regulate the social life of a species. We here compare the repertoire of vocal signals of three species of African finches, a monophyletic group within the Passeridae (Bock & Morony, 1978; Sibley & Ahlquist, 1990; Sibley & Monroe, 1990) . Our object was to inventory the different calls for each species and then to try and understand what selection pressures might have led to the evolution of differences in vocal signals of these species.
These species are the white-browed sparrow weaver (Plocepasser mahali) (Pm), the grey-capped social weaver (Pseudonigrita arnaudi) (Pa), and the sociable weaver (Philetairus socius) (Ps).
